




















































For D~ it is known that fa,b has one chaotic interval ( [ITN79b] ) . For D~ 
the following results is obtained ([ITN79b] [IN97a] ) : 
A map f*,b Of DAk has unique attracting periodic orbit with pe-
riod k. 
In this paper we analyze D~ by the method of renormalization. In [NY95] 
they have bifurcation diagrams by computer experiment related to our skew 
tent maps. We can see in them that one attractor bifurcates k - periodic 
attractor or 2k, k, I chaotic intervals (see [Ich]). The first case is D~ 
and the last case is D~･ The second and third case is D~ (k ~ 3) : by 
the method of renormalization, the structure of having 2k and k chaotic 
intervals will be made clear. Let 
k-2 A = 2, (a+b)b k >(b+1)akkl fork>3 k : { a,b) e D a> b } _ 
where a skew tent map has 2 or I chaotic intervals. 
We obtain a result as Theorem 2 that any skew tent map of D~ is renor-
malized to one of Ak : namely~ for fa,b of DBk there exist some fa',b' of Ak 
and some homeomorphic function h satisfying f"~blU o h = h o f~,,y. We 
rename D~ Do and have to define A2 = { (a, b) e b ; a > 1} where a skew 
tent map has 2~ chaotic intervals for m ~ l. There also exists some fa',If 
of A2 for any fa,b of Do such that fa2blU - fa',b" 
For monotonicity of kneadirLg sequence and topological entropy for this 
family, some results are obtained in [MV9l] and in [MV92] . We also give 
the relation between kneading sequence and * - product as Theorem 3 and 
correct statements of [MV92] at the end of this paper. 
2 DynamICS Of fa,b 
First we prepare some definitions and notations. 
Let I*,b be [f2(O), f (O)]. We shall analyze dynamics of f*,b restricted only 
on la,b because one is obvious on R¥Ia,b (see [Ich]). Let X be an interval of 
R. A map f : X H> X is said to be chaotic on X if f is sensitively dependent 
on initial conditions and topologically transitive, and its periodic points are 
dense in X ([Dev89]). 
Definition ( [I~:97a] ) . A closed subinterval J of la,b will be called a chaotic 
interval if f*,b is chaotic on J. 
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Definition. We will say that fa,b is n - renor7nalizable or renormalizable of 
level n if there exist some closed interval U and positive integer n such tha't 
f.a~b : U -~ U and fa~blU is also skew tent map. If fa,b is n - renormalizable, 
there exists topological conjugacy h satisfying fan,blU o h = h o fa',b' for some 
(d,b/) in D. Then we denote it by fan,blU ~ fa',b" We shall call these 
maps fa~blU or fa',b' n- renormalization of fa,b' 
2.1 The case of Do (= D~) 
We introduce some facts from [ITN79b] for our 
purpose : we define 
D* := (a,b) eD; a+b<ab ,a> 1 
where fa,b has unique chaotic interval (i.e., Ia,b 
is a chaotic interval). For (a, b) e Do, set 
Lo = [fa2,b(O), fa~b(O)] andLl = [fa3b(O), fa,b(O)]. 
We have int(Lo) n int(Ll) = O, fa,bLo = L1 
and fa,bL1 = Lo' int(Li) is the interior of Li. 
Moreover there exist topological conjugacy 
fb2,ab(O) - f2b2 ab(O) ( 4 ~ 2 
fa~b(O) - fa2b(O) ~fa,b(O) - x) + fb2,ab(O) ho(x) = for fa2,b On Lo 
fb2,ab(O) - f2b2,ab(O) hl(x) = ' ( - fa3,b(O)) + fb2 ab(O) for fab On L x fa,b(O) - fa3,b(O) 
such that fa2,bjL h-i fb2 ab (i = O, 1). (1) 
First we remark that fa2,bjLo ~ fa2,blLl' 
Orbit of any point in la,b¥(Lo U L1) except of a fixed point for fa,b is 
attracted to Lo U L1' Therefore, we shall study dynamics bf fa,b restricted 
on Li (i = O, 1). 
The relation (1) motivates us to define the domain 




Figure 2: Invariant intervals Lo aJid Ll under the map f2 . 
A2 is contained in the union of D* and Do . 
We know that Do can be divided into subdomains {D~} by some function 
p(m) ( [ITN79b] ) . Hence we have the following lemma. 
key-lemma (renormalization) . p(m) ls defined as follows 
1, if m=1 p(m) = 2p(m - l), ' if m is even 
2p(m - l) - 1, if m is odd 
and subdomains Dmo Of Do is 
D~ ･- {(a, b) e DosaP(m)bP(m+1) ~ a + b < aP(m+1)bp(m+2) . 
?
Then fa,b of D~ is renormalizable of level 2m 
Proof. The division of Do by a function p(m) , which means repeat of 
renormalization, is showed in theorein 1.2 in [ITN79b] . We remark that 
each Dmo means renormalizable of level 2m 
2.2 The case of D~ (k ~ 3) 
For D~ (k ~ 3), we can also use the renormalization method. 
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Figure 4: A4 and l~ for i = 2, 3,4 
These curves are absolutely irreducible. It is proved by algorithms based 
in [YNT90] , [L85] , and implemented in symbolic algebraic computing sys-
tem Risa/Asir. Detailed procedure is given in Table I of Appendix. 
Fact (Theoreni 2.3 in [ITN79b]). AsslIICLe that (a, b) e D~ (k ~ 3). Set 
k+ j+2 Jj = [faj~2(O), fa,b (O)] (O ~ j ~ k T 2) and Jk_1 = [fa~tl(O), I]. Then 
we have 
(1) Jj's are disjoint and fa,bJj = Jj+1 (O < 3 < h 2) fa bJk I J1 
(2) fa~blJ~ ~ fak~2b2,ak~lb' 
(3) For almost all x e la,b ~ U3~=~ J3 there exrsts mteger n such that 
fa~b(x) e U3~_~~Jj' 
From the above fact we know that fk on each J~ is topologically conjugate 
to fak~2b2,ak~lb' Therefore we obtain the following theorem, which indicate 
the renormalization between D~ and Ak for k ;~ 3. 
Lemma. Each D~ (k ;~ 3) is divided into the following two subdomains : 
~k2 = {(a, b) e DB ' a + b ;~ a2k~2b3} , 
k, 
~~ = {(a, b) e D~ , a + b < a2k 2b3 - }. 
Proof. We consider an algebraic curve a+b = a2k~2b3 pulled back of the 
boundary curve a + b = ab2 of Dlo and D* by renormalization. It divides 
D~ into two subdomains and does not intersect two boundary curves of 
DB : ak~1b = I and a + b = ak~1b2 CI 
Theorem 2. If (a, b) e ~~ (k ~ 3), then there exists some (d,b/) ~ 






Figure 5: D~ and A3. 
conjugate to fa',v･ If (a, b) e ~~ (k ~ 3), then there exists some (a/, bl) e 
Ak n D* such that fa~b restricted on each invariant interval is topological 
conjugate to fa',b' -
Proof. We have Ak C D* U D~ (k ;~ 3) from Theorem 1. The renor-
malization map is continuous and bijection from D~ to Ak. The three 
boundary curves of D~ correspond to ones of Ak as follows 
ak~1b=1 to b I a+b ak lb2 to a+b ab 
?and 1+1+.. +ak~2 =b to rk 
a Hence we have the results. C] 
We also have next corollary, which is stated implicitly in Corollary 3.2. 
in [ITN79b] . 
Corollary, If (a, b) e ~~, then fa,b has 2k chaotic inteivals. If (a, b) e 
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Figure 6: Bifurcation diagram of the skew tent maps in the case 
that a is fixed at 0.5 and b varies from 1.5 to 12. 
3 Kneading Sequence and tOpolOgical entrOpy Of 
Skew tent mapS 
We classified the parameter domain of definition D in the previous sec-
tions. Bifurcation diagram is pictured in Figure 6 where a = 0.5 and 
b = 1.5 - 14 (i.e., b varies in D2, D3 and D4)' In this section we analyze 
kneading sequence K(a, b) and topological entropy h(a, b) of skew tent map 
fa,b Of D. Some results for monotonicity of them are given today in [MV9l] 
and [MV92]. For the subdomain, a ~~ I , of D, the monotonicity holds, as 
Theorem A,B in [MV91] : 
(a, b) < (d, bl) <~ K(a, b) < K(d,b/) and h(a, b.) < h(d, bl) 
under the following order : 
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(a, b) < (d,b/) if 
. a ~ d, b ~ bl and at least one of thcse inequalities is sharp. 
They also give the relation between kneading sequences of skew tent maps 
and ones of tent maps (Theorem B). For the rest subdomain, a ~ l, of 
D, [MV92] stated properties of kneading sequence and topological entropy 
in their Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Corollary of Theorem 2. Now we add 
here the fo. Ilowing Theorem 3 from a view point of the relation between 
renormalization and *-product (see p.72 in [CE80] ) and correct some of 
their results at the end of this section. We refer basic definitions and 
notations of symbolic dynamics from [Ich] [CE80] . 
3.1 Renormalization and * - product 
We denote fa,b by f in the rest of this section. For getting maximal level 
of renormalization, we assume sequence ~ is prime. Let IAI be the length 
of sequence A and int(J) interior of an interval J. 
Definition. A sequence ~ is called prime if !~ does not have any finite 
sequence A (~ O) of L's and R's and any finite or infinite sequence ~: (~ O) 
such that S = A * ~. 
Theorem 3. K(a, b) = ~*~ where A (~ O) is finite sequence of L's and 
R's and ~ ( ~ C) is prime if and only if there exist invariant closed intervals 
{Je}e o, ,lAl such that JIAI 3 O fJ; Je+1 (e = O ･ ･ ･ , IAI - 1), fJI~I = Jo and int(Ji)~n int(Ji,) = O~(i ~ ~/). ; can not have any refinement of {Ji}. 
Proof. AssulrLe K(a, b) = A * ~ where A (~ O) is finite sequence of 
L's or R's and ~(~ O) is prime. Set xn = fn(1) (n ~~ O), p = IAI and 
A = AOAI . . . Ap_1' Let Ji be convex hull of {xi+k(p+1) : k = O, 1, . . .} 
for i = O,･･･,p. Then, we have fJi = Ji+1 (i = O,･･･,p - 1) and f is 
monotone on each J~ except of i = p because symbol of xi+k(p+1) for all 
k (~ O) is Ak. Remark that fP+1 on each Ji has same slopes. It follows 
that fP+11J~ ~ fP+11Ji, (i ~ i/). We consider the following two cases. 
The first case : ~ does not contain both L and R. 
~ is finite in this case. It follows that Jp contains a turning point O 
as an end point of it. Hence, fJp = Jo . As f is monotone on J~ for all 
i (o ~ i ~ p), fP+1 restricted on Ji is monotone and surjective on J~. Hence, 
its slope is -1. Then {Ji}'s are disjoint (see Figure 7) or there would exist 
some i, i' such that J~ = J;~' from continuity of f. The latter can not occur 
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Figure 7: The graph of fP+1 on Ji of the frst case. 
Frgure 8: The graph of fP+1 on J~ of the second case. 
Figure 9: The graph of fP+1 on J~, having two turnmg pomts 
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because of the assurtLption of A. Therefore {Ji} are disjoint. Notice that 
the frst case corresponds to boundary curve of D~ and D~ 
The second case : B contains both L and R. 
In this case fJp = Jo and fP+11J;~ has unique turning point ci inside 
J~. We set two slopes of fP+11J~ a (> o), p (< O). We divide J~ into two 
subintervals lai and lpi corresponding to slope a and p. As fP+1 1 J~ is 
surjective on Ji, we have that sup{lal, Ipl} > 1. 
If lpl < 1, then turning point is attracted to a fixed point on lp. It 
follows that ~ = LOO or ROO . This contradicts assumption of this case. 
If lpl = 1, we reduce to the frst case. . 
If [pl > I and int(Ji) nint(Ji,) ~ O, there exists Ji, such that fP+11Ji, has 
two turning points (see Figure 9) or there exist i, il such that Ji = Ji, . In 
the latter case we have Jm equals Jp for some m (m ~ p) . This contradicts 
that f is monotone on Jm because Jp includes turning point in it. Hence 
we obtain int(Ji) n int(Ji,) = O. Notic~ that the second case corresponds 
to D~. 
Conversely; if there exist disjoint invariant closed intervals {Ji}i=0,...,l~I 
in theorem, we have K(a, b) = A*~ with A = AJOAJI ･ ･ . AJp_1' If ~ is 
nqt prime, f has refinement of {Ji}. Hence, ~ is prime. 
??
Now we have the relation of our renormalization (i.e., ( I~I + 1) - renor-
malization is a skew tent map of D) and * - product. 
Corollary 1. If l~!1 ~ 2 in above theorem, then f is renormalizable of 
level I~I + 1. 
Proof. Let p be IAl･ In the frst case, we have I~I = 2 because a turning 
point of f on Jp Is 2-periodic p6int of frhl. In the second case, we have 
lpl > I and fP+1J~ = J~. It follows (a,~) e D. Therefore f is (p + 1)-
renormalizable on [ci, fP+1(ci)] (resp. [fP+1(ci), ci]) if ci < frhl(ci) (resp. 
fp+1(ci) <~ ci). ??
It is well known that for a smooth unimodal map g, n-periodic g -
admissible sequence implies the existence of n or 2n - periodic point ( [Dev89] ) . 
This fact is proved by Schwarzian derivative. But we have the following 
analogous fact for skew tent maps. 
Corollary 2. If K(a, b) = A * ~ where A (~ O) is finite sequence of L's 
and R's and ~ (~ C) is prime, then f has periodic points of period IAI + 1. 
Moreover if I~I = 2, then f also has periodic points of period 2(lAl + 1). 
Remark. For showing Corollary I and 2, we need only the assumption 
~ ~ O, LOO , ROO instead of primarity of ~. 
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3.2 Renormalization and topological entropy 
Now we ~orrect two statements of [MV92] . 
First : kneading sequence for boundary curve of Am(= D~+1) and 
~m(= D~+1)' 
In Theorem I of the paper [MV92] , they say ; 
(A, p)(= (a, b)) e Am <~ K(A, p) = (RLm)oo, 
(A,p) e Bm <~ K(A,p) = I~Lm I *~ with L} e M 
where M is set of kneading sequence for tent map f)¥,A (1 < A ~ 2). 
Am and ~:m have common boundary curve : Amke = 1. In our opinion this 
curve should be discussed separately from Am and from E:m' We find our 
reason in the fact that the kneading sequence on this curve is RLmRLm-1 C, 
not admitted by one on Am and on ~:m' 
Second : topological entropy of ~1(= Do) is not constant. 
In Corollary in [MV92] , they say ; 
let (A, p), (A/, p/) ~ {(A, ~) e D ; A ~ 1} such that (A, p) < (A/, ~!), 
(~, p), (Al, p/) e Am U 1~m ~> h(A, p) = h(A/, pl). 
Namely topologrcal entropy on ~:m is constant for all m (~ l). But we 
can show the followings : 
Proposltion Let (~ p) (~!,p/) e {(A,p) e D ; A ~ l}. If (A,~) < 
~(A/ , pl) , 
h(A, p) < h(A/, pl). 
Proof. From [MT88] we obtain that topological entropy of fa,b for ~l 
naturally follows from one of its renormalized map of subdomain a ~ 1 
where the strictly monotonicity holds. [] 
A counter example to this statement is given in [Ich] in this volume. 
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Table l: Calculation by RiSa/ASir 
TAisr is Asir , Version 940420 . 
Copyright (O FUJITSU IABORJLTORIES LIMITED . 
3 March 1994. All rights reserved. 
[O] F3=-b-2+(a~2-3*a)*b-a; 
b*a^2+ (-3*b- i ) *a-b- 2 
[l] F4~-b*4-4*a*b^3+ (a~3-6*a~2-a) *b^2-4*a^2*b-a^2 ; 
b~2*a~3+ (-6*b-2-4*b- l) *a~2+ (-4*b- 3-b-2 ) *a-b^4 
[2] F5--b-6-5*a*b~5+ (-iO*a~2-a) *b~4+ (a~4-iO*a~3-5*a~2) *b^3+ (-iO*a^3-a~2 
) *b~ 2-5*a~3*b-a~ 3 ; 
b^3*a~4+(-iO*b-3-iO*b~2-5*b-i)*a~3+(-lO*b-4-5*b~3-b-2) *a*2+ (-5*b^5-b^4) 
*a-b-6 
C3] fctr(F3) ; 
C [1 , I] , D)*a*2+(-3*b-i) *a-b-2 , i] l 
[4] fctr (F4) ; 
[ [1 , I] , Cb-2*a~3+ (-6*b*2-4*b-1) *a~2+ (-4*b^3-b-2) *a-b-4 , i] l 
[5] fctr(F5); 
[ [i , i] , [b~3*a~4+ (-lO*b^3-lO*b~2-5*b-i) *a*3+ (-iO*b~4-5*b-3-b*2) *a*2+ (-5* 
b-5-b-4) *a-b~6 , i] l 
[6] FF3=subst (F3 , a,i) ; 
-b * 2-2*b- l 
[7] fctr(Fr3) ; 
[[-1, i] , Cb+1,2] l 
C8] FF3=subst(F3,a,-i) ~ 
-b ^ 2+4*b+ i 
[iO] fctr(res (c , subst (F3,b,b+c) , subst (FF3,b, c) ) ) ; 
[ [1 , I] , [ (b-2+4*b-i) *a~4+ (-6*b~2-26*b+2) *a~3+ (-2*b-3-3*b-2+28*b+8) *a^2+ ( 
6*b~3+88*b~2+50*b+6) *a+b~4+8*b*3~i4*b-2-8*b+1 , i] l 
[ll] FFJ~Fsubst(F4,a,-1) ; ' -b~4+4*b~3-6*b-2-4*b- l 
[12] fctr(res(c, subst (F4,b,b+c) ,subst (FF4,b, c) ) ) ; 
[ [i , i] , [ (b-8+8*b~7+28*b-6+40*b-5+6*b^4-40*b~3+28*b^ 2-8*b+1) *a~ i2+ (-24*b 
- 8-208*b- 7-788*b ^ 6- 1320*b ~ 5-604*b ^4+800 *b ^ 3-492 *b - 2+ 1 52 *b- 12 ) *a~ i i+ (- 16 
*b~9~68*b-8+i408*b^7+7032*b-6+i4848*b-5+ii782*b~4-3752*b*3+2988*b~2-744 
*b+2) *a~ i0+ (-4*b~i0+248rb-9+i812*b^8+3520*b-7-i0668*b-6-53800*b^5-75228 
*b~4T9664*b ^3- i05 16*b-2-600*b+164) *a^ 9+ ( 168*b- i0+48*b^9-8550 rb-8-5 i i20* 
b- 7- i i6904*b - 6-892 16*b - 5+68840*b - 4~409 28*b * 3+ 19376*b* 2+5472*b+4g 5) * a* 8+ 
(48*b*ll-l044*b~i0-li544*b-9-42876*b*8-34800*b-7+169984*b^6+495088*b*5+ 
423656*b~4+208384*b^ 3+75784*b~ 2+ i 3040*b+872) *a^ 7+ (6*b^ i2-760*b- i i- 5 i 56* 
b-l0-664*b~9+ii7222*b~8+524688*b-7+1063752*b-6+i069952*b~5+658828*b-4+3 
i3840*b ~ 3+87384*b^ 2+i 5792*b+i052) *a~ 6+ ( -264*b- i2-48*b- i i+2 i784*b * i0+ i 69 
280*b-9+6i2248*b~8+i249648*b-7~1491472*b-6+il70672*b*5+69li44*b-4+27065 
6*b^ 3+80792 *b- 2+i2 1 i2*b~872) *a~ 5~ ( -48*b- 13+g88*b^ 12+i7488*b* i I +i 14920 *b 
^l0+412656*b-9+897385*b-8+12i3i76rb-7+107i556*b*6+652520*b-5+278934*b^4 
141 
Table 1: Calculation by Risa/ASir 
+i06968*b ~3~22396*b ^ 2+4152*b,+495) *a~4+ ( -4*b- 14+488*b* i3+7 i64*b ^ i 2~46624 
*b~ll~i74060*b-i0+403304*b~9+582252*b~8+504320*b-7+220020*b^6+i2472*b-5 





4+528*b~ 13+ i436*b- i2+2256*b* I l+ i352*b^ iO- i328*b ~ 9- i722*b* 8+1328*b ^ 7+i35 
2*b-6-2256*b* 5+i436*b-4-528*b-3+i20*b^ 2-i6*b~1 , i] l 
142 
